
Chute Wash Recovery System helps ready mix producers meet current EPA regulations 
and state regulations by managing jobsite concrete wash water, utilizing an approved 
“user friendly” green solution.   This system was developed by experienced ready mix 
professionals to be the most simple and cost effective solution for any site situation. The 
patent pending Chute Wash Recovery System has been field tested and proven to be 
effective.   “Our customers can now see our environmental position in action and the 
system will pay for itself within 5 months” says Scott French, Owner of Las Animas 
Concrete, Santa Cruz, California.  Time is money in the concrete business and Innovative 
Concrete Solutions has refined this system based on creative design and user feedback to 
become the easiest to use and quickest system in the market today.  Quick to install, 
quick to use, with no hoses to lose or pumps to plug. 

 Saves wash down time using less water, taking less steps, and less handling!

 Safety; no buckets to carry and minimizes trips up the ladder!

 Retains all wash water in a separate containment vessel making disposal easy!

 Built of durable steel and virtually maintenance free!

 Operates in freezing climates with no extra steps!

“Fast and Built to Last”
 Cost effective    

“green” solution

 No Pump, Valves,
Hoses, or Buckets

 Easy to use and install

 Built with plate Steel 
for durability

 Saves significant time
on wash down 
compared to others

 25 Gallon Capacity

 500% ROI in the first
year achieved with an
optimum business plan  
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by



The Changing Environment: In the past chute cleaning was a preference mainly driven by 
the concrete producer , but it is quickly becoming a formally regulated practice.  The EPA has 
cited regulation in its National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) guidelines.  A 
number of local governments have also adopted their own specific regulations and are enforcing 
them with inspection and steep fines. This trend is continuing to spread quickly, causing the 
producers to look for solutions.  Innovative Concrete Solutions  presents the Chute Wash 
Recovery System as an approved permanent solution.  

Easy to 
use

Step 1
Attach Chute

For more information contact:
Innovative Concrete Solutions, L.L.C.
14870 Granada Ave, #298
Apple Valley, MN  55124
952-388-1772 or visit our web site at www.chutewash.com

Annual revenue generated per truck/year with environmental fees

*NRMCA 2009 Industry Data Survey 

Avg. months to pay off system* 

“The Chute Wash Recovery System gives us the quickest possible turn around times on our trucks.  We constantly measure 
performance and this system was the most efficient.”
– Jason Stier, Asst. Mgr./ Dispatcher at River’s Edge Concrete, Belle Plaine, MN

*Base system with no additional costs 

Step 2
Wash Down Chutes

Step 3
Discharge at plant

$ per load Industry Avg. 10% less 20% less

Charged 638 loads/truck 574 loads/truck 510 loads/truck

$5.00 $3,190.00 $2,870.00 $2,550.00

$10.00 $6,380.00 $5,740.00 $5,100.00

$15.00 $9,570.00 $8,610.00 $7,650.00

$20.00 $12,760.00 $11,480.00 $10,200.00

$25.00 $15,950.00 $14,350.00 $12,750.00

Industry Avg. 10% less 20% less

$ per load 
Charged

638 
loads/truck

574 
loads/truck

510 
loads/truck

$5.00 4.7 5.2 5.9

$10.00 2.4 2.6 2.9
$15.00 1.6 1.7 2.0
$20.00 1.2 1.3 1.5
$25.00 0.9 1.0 1.2

“I have used other systems and this is the easiest system I have ever used and it is basically maintenance free” 
– Duane Klehr, driver at River’s Edge Concrete


